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Slogan

“Break Rules, Push Limits”

Mission statement

 At Union Sport, we’re passionate about cycling. This is our inspiration for creating products of exceptional 
quality, refreshing and innovative design, and stunning performance. Based on German engineering and 
aerodynamic design, the Union Sport name represents luxury, comfort, and the ultimate riding experience. We 
leverage personal knowledge and input from the experts, to produce products that elevate ourselves and our 
customers to the highest performance level. So to our fellow racers: the only thing holding you back now, is 
your mind.

Company profile

Union Sport is a derivative of Union, a brand with a rich 110-year history of manufacturing bicycle components. 
In 1899, Union was founded by Wilhelm Feuerhake in Frondenberg, Germany. What was initially known as 
“Wilhelm Feuerhake & Co.,” Union became a mass producer of bicycle components by 1913. By 1988 Union 
was producing over 2 million dynamo hubs and 2.7 bike lamps. Since 1995, the Union brand has been under 
the umbrella of Marwi Group, a trusted manufacturer with more than 30 years of factory experience.  

Now Union has undergone a complete brand refresh and introduces its newest sub-brand, Union Sport. From 
2014 and on, we seek to promote our brand in the U.S. and around the world as the premier resource for 
bicycle enthusiasts. Our mission at Union Sport is to create the highest quality, most innovative and dynamic 
products on the market for cyclists everywhere. Using German engineering and design, we make products 
that give stunning performance and luxury sophistication for every customer. Trend-setting design and vibrant 
colors set our products apart and provide a fresh experience for cyclists. 

To us at Union Sport, cycling is not just a sport, but a lifestyle of open air, free riding, and exhilarating rush. 
This is why we strive to make each customer’s buying experience an inspiring and memorable one. 

Timeline

The Industrial Era | 1899-1950

Union was originally founded in 1899 Frondenberg, Germany as “Wilhelm Feuerhake & Co.” by its owner 
of the same name. When Feuerhake first started, he began to produce bicycle chains with 15 employees in 
rented facilities. By 1913 Union was a mass producer of bicycle components and showed production numbers 
of 43,700 pieces of chains, 68.5 million spokes and nipple, and 387,000 pairs of pedals. The number of 
employees also grew to 535 workers. By 1925 the company’s production space increased three times, and the 
number of employees also multiplied to nearly 1,200 people. 

The Revolutionary Era | 1950-2000

In 1964 Union bought the former factory of “BERKO”, which was a producer of lighting systems in Berlin. They 
began producing dynamos here, and by 1988 Union Berlin was delivering nearly 2 million bike dynamos and 
more than 2.7 million bike lamps. In 1979, Union went to America to establish a market, producing pedals and 
spokes. The next year, new facilities were built on the outskirts of Frondenberg, as it had outgrown its original 
small factory. In 1995 Union went under the umbrella of Marwi Group, an established manufacturer of bicycle 
components.

The Visionary Era | 2000 & Beyond



In 2014 Union expanded with a new sub-brand called Union Sport. The company now seeks to promote Union 
Sport in the U.S. and around the world as the premier resource for bicycle enthusiasts. Setting their sights on 
the future, Union Sport aims to create the highest quality, most innovative and dynamic products on the market 
for cyclists everywhere. It seeks to do this by going back to its roots, using German engineering and design to 
offer stunning performance and luxury sophistication for every customer. 

Evolution of the Union Logo

For more than a century, the Union logo has stood the test of time and has grown in recognition throughout 
Europe. The look and feel of it holds a sense of tradition and old-school class. While maintaining the integrity 
of its parent logo, the new Union Sport logo introduces innovation and sleekness to the brand. The angular text 
represents agility and speed. And while the logo upholds the shield of the original Union logo, it integrates the 
letter “U” into the shape of the shield as a sign of creativity and invention. The logo evolution represents the 
shift in emphasis toward performance, striking looks, and superior quality with Union Sport. 
Product Design Concept, Performance, Quality, and Technology sections

• Enticing Design – On top of being ergonomically sound, our saddles are aesthetically pleasing with 
sleek, streamlined design. 

• Innovation – Our team of German engineers are responsible for the most high-quality, revolutionary 
saddles unlike any other on the market.

• Ultra-Lightweight - Our saddles are made with mostly carbon fiber to be ultra-lightweight and 
comfortable. We also design our saddles with thin padding to minimize pressure against the soft tissue below 
the pubic bone.

• Designed with Anatomy - We recognize that every rider has varying degrees of flexibility that affects 
their behavior and rider-seat interactions when cycling. We produce saddles that comfortably support sit bones 
of varying widths.

• Strength and Durability - The overall structural design provides increased strength and durability, 
minimizing stress on the body during each phase of cycling.

• Rail System - We’ve chosen both carbon fiber and titanium as the material to construct a strong seat 
rail system. The carbon fiber maintains a light weight, while titanium gives the system strength and stiffness.

• Shock Absorption – A carbon fiber mesh design provides better support and greater power by 
absorbing shock from the two primary pressure points on the saddle, so that riders can go long distances 
without experiencing discomfort.

• Cushioning Support - Multi-layer cushioning in the saddle provides layers of comfort and support to the 
rider.

• Leather FX –The shell of the saddle is finished with rich, refined leather that is smooth or texturized. 

• Quality Commitment – Our saddles are German-designed, engineered, and manufactured with a quality 
that can be trusted. Strict quality control is enforced, and only in-house machinery and the highest quality 
materials are used.

• Performance Guarantee – The Union team is committed to in-house research and innovation, with 
scientists always testing saddle fit through measure of accuracy and comfort. Our seats are tested for optimal 
ride comfort and power when pedaling, so our customers can always be confident with their purchase. 

• Griff Technology – Cyclocrossers repeatedly tell us, “We need support when climbing.” That’s why we 



developed Griff (translated “Brace” or “Grip”) Technology, to help Cyclocross Racers stay on their seat. We 
add a unique accent material to the saddle that keeps the cyclist in the same position regardless of their riding 
conditions.

• PrecisionMesh – It’s woven material that flexes. PrecisionMesh allows for flex in the saddle where 
needed most, without compromising power from the torso through the legs to the pedals.

• Double Pivot Technology – Our system for providing comfort to every cyclist, whether on a mountain 
bike, cross bike, road bike, or Time Trial Bike. Patented PrecisionMesh is provided underneath each sit bone 
and provides the support needed to deliver power through each pedal. 

• Klammer - Our unparalleled saddle design that provides lift in the rear of the saddle to help keep 
Cyclocrossers seated at all times.

Model Names 

Harz

Harz is magic. Our mountain bike saddle is named after this welcoming, enchanting, yet unmerciful spot 
for bikers in Harz, the ideal place for mountain bikers to put themselves to the test of steep ascents and 
mountainous roads. The magic of the Harz is felt by bikers as they climb past green forests and deep ravines, 
toward captivating views that are out of reach to others. As their wheels roll, riders enjoy complete bliss as they 
pass through the silence of pristine wilderness and the rush of rugged cliffs. No wonder Harz is said to be the 
best mountain-bike region in northern Germany.

Moselle

The Moselle is hidden treasure. Our road bike saddles are named after this international cycle route that takes 
bikers through rich scenery and level cycle paths. The Moselle begins in the southern Vosges mountains 
in France, flowing through Luxembourg and Germany and ending with a thrilling story to tell. Riding on the 
Moselle, you will find a treasure of captivating sights, with the road encompassing winemaking villages, 
Moselle castles, the Roman villa in Longuich, and numerous Roman monuments. 

Saale

The Saale is reward. This saddle for CycloCross racers is named after the Saale, a cycle route that meanders 
for miles through forests, gorges, reservoirs, and steep climb. The route is complete with hilly bumps, 
challenging climbs, asphalt paths and cobbled roads, but its adventurers are amply rewarded. Stately 
residences, castles and ruins that sit in splendor upon hills above the river valley, as well as the dripstone 
caves near Saalfeld and the Saale-Unstrut vineyeards, all await those who are willing to exert themselves for 
the reward.




